Introduction {#mgg3262-sec-0005}
============

The extraordinary progress of massive parallel sequencing technologies has produced one of the major scientific breakthroughs in recent years. Next‐Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies represent an important milestone in genomics and in clinical genetics, revolutionizing the way geneticists screen for disease‐causing genetic variants. NGS in combination with robust bioinformatics analyses can deliver fast and detailed genetic information, providing a rapid, cost‐effective approach for identifying genetic variants and enabling more rapid genetic diagnosis (Hennekam and Biesecker [2012](#mgg3262-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). However, the current ability to discover a genetic variation in a patient genome is running far ahead of the ability to interpret that variation. The numbers of genotype calls generated by NGS are in the order of 10^4^ per exome, 10^5^ for the combined exomes of a small family, and 10^6^ per genome (Adams et al. [2012](#mgg3262-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Detected variants must therefore undergo a filtering cascade to identify those that are clinically relevant. Therefore, the success of NGS in medical genetics hinges on the accuracy of methods used to distinguish causal from benign alleles. In this regard, databases with accurate genotype--phenotype information become a critical tool in the interpretation of NGS data (Johnston and Biesecker [2013](#mgg3262-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}).

Obtaining accurate genetic diagnoses is still a highly demanding task because only a small proportion of known genetic variants have been described or precisely annotated (Abecasis et al. [2012](#mgg3262-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, new genetic variants are revealed in each new patient investigated. In the context of genetically determined disorders, these variants are very rare and are typically annotated as "variant of unknown significance" (VUS; Rehm et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). In such cases, diagnoses are left uncertain and proper treatment options remain hard to evaluate. Medical professionals therefore need to obtain all available knowledge about a patient\'s gene variants in order to establish the most accurate possible diagnosis.

The development of human gene variant databases began with the collection of globin gene mutations (Baglioni [1962](#mgg3262-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Hardison et al. [1998](#mgg3262-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Ever since, human gene variant databases for rare Mendelian disorders have become crucial in today\'s data‐driven genetic diagnostics, and play a role in life‐and‐death decisions (George et al. [2008](#mgg3262-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). Such databases consist of aggregated genotype--phenotype data and assist enquiring laboratories or clinicians, making sequence variant interpretation easier and more cost‐effective (Vail et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}).

Here, we introduce a comprehensive and global genotype--phenotype database (Centogene\'s Mutation Database, CentoMD^®^) that focuses primarily on human rare diseases. This resource is a holistic database that combines human phenotype ontology (HPO)‐based and carefully curated genotype information gathered from detailed medical reports of patients worldwide, processed for genetic diagnostic workflows at Centogene AG (Rostock, Germany). This means that every variant reported in CentoMD^®^ is linked to at least one clinically described and consented case analyzed through a standardized workflow with accredited quality. The database incorporates browser‐based software that enables access to its comprehensive and curated repository. It correlates clinical information of consented patients and probands of different geographical backgrounds with a large dataset of genetic variants plus, when available, biomarker information.

CentoMD^®^ is a rapidly growing pay‐per‐use database with newly generated data being imported in a quarterly basis. The main goals of developing this database are to aid trained professionals evaluate genetic variants, to enhance the validity of genetic analytical workflows, and to assist in the genetic diagnosis, counseling, and evaluation of treatment options for patients with hereditary diseases.

Methods {#mgg3262-sec-0006}
=======

Data acquisition and curation {#mgg3262-sec-0007}
-----------------------------

The curation of genetic data involves the collection, association, update and review of genetic and phenotypic data of genetically analyzed patients in a standardized, structured format into a curation repository. This system utilizes a combination of computer‐based tools and manual review to maximize accuracy, efficiency, and data quality.

Database curators are biologists and physicians with strong background in human genetics. They continuously undergo extensive training to ensure curation consistency and standardization. Systematic, repeated control of clinical and genetic content is performed to ensure that items are properly associated and interpreted, and that there are no inconsistencies and/or discrepancies compared with in‐house observations or external sources. The curation process is finalized by manual approval to confirm that reviewed and curated data agree with in‐house criteria.

Data gathering and curation are conducted using web‐based software that is compliant with Human Genome Nomenclature Committee (HGNC), Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS), and HPO nomenclatures. This allows collection of variants detected in nuclear coding, nuclear noncoding and mitochondrial genes. The software integrates in‐house sample management and analysis systems, and cross‐references external databases to give curators a comprehensive yet straightforward overview of evidence regarding genotype--phenotype correlations.

Data are gathered by a combination of manual submission and data import according to a case‐oriented model, where characteristics belonging to a particular individual (patient information, clinical data, methodology, and detected genetic variants) are stored and associated together. To provide high‐quality data, the curation process is divided into three phases comprising variant‐wise, case‐wise, and warnings‐wise procedures.

### Curation by variant {#mgg3262-sec-0008}

To begin the curation process, the variant‐linked information is reviewed to check nomenclature, terminology, accuracy, consistency, and record completeness.

### Curation by case {#mgg3262-sec-0009}

In order to start curation by case, all detected variants must be approved to ensure that entries belonging to an individual follow the rules for clinical statement, and that all associated data are in agreement with agreed guidelines. The following factors are considered critical for the clinical statement: variant significance, patient genotype (number of clinically relevant changes, variant zygosity, and location \[i.e., cis vs. trans\]), inheritance pattern of the disorder, patient gender (for X‐linked diseases), phenotype description, and biomarker levels (if available).

### Curation by warning {#mgg3262-sec-0010}

The database generates warnings at different levels (variant, case, gene, database levels) to detect errors, invalid terms and nomenclatures, and inconsistencies, and can provide hints where updates and reviews are necessary. Mostly these warnings are due to additional evidence in the form of medical reports, additional published articles, or other databases. Each warning is manually resolved and documented in detail. Whenever additional evidence becomes available, variants are revised and reclassified accordingly. At least quarterly, all approved cases are anonymized and released to the database.

Ethical compliance {#mgg3262-sec-0011}
------------------

All patients provided informed consent before inclusion in the CentoMD^®^ database. Once included, all patient data are fully anonymized.

Classification of genetic variants {#mgg3262-sec-0012}
----------------------------------

The classification of genetic germline variants is done according to ACMG guidelines (Richards et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). Detected genetic variants are first classified into one of three classes concerning their likelihood to predispose to, or to cause, the observed phenotype/disease: clinically relevant variants (CRV); clinically irrelevant variants (CIV); and VUS.

The CRV class includes the following subclasses: pathogenic, likely pathogenic, risk factor, and modifier. Classification is based on variants\' impact on disease presence, severity or increased susceptibility. Variants that are subclassified as pathogenic or likely pathogenic according to the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD^®^) are reassessed by evaluation of the original published papers, and the variant is reclassified accordingly in consideration of existing in‐house data. Novel loss‐of‐function (LoF) and missense variants that lead to novel amino acid changes where a previous pathogenic variant was described (highly conserved and predicted as damaging by in silico tools) are subclassified as likely pathogenic.

To evaluate missense variants, PolyPhen‐2, SIFT, MutationTaster, and Align GVGD are used to apply a combination of evolutionary conservation and protein structure/function evaluation algorithms. At least three tools need to be evaluated. For WES cases, all automatically included tools are considered. To evaluate splicing, SSF, Human Splice finder (HSF), and MaxEntScan are applied. A splicing report window allows entry of data from any significant changes in the splicing score predicted by any program: threshold differences are \>5% for SSF, \>15% for MaxEnt or \>10% for HSF. It is important to evaluate if the predicted skipped exon is physiologically alternatively spliced out, if it occurs in frame, and if there are important domains in this region. In particular regions including upto acceptor 12 bp intron, 2 bp exon or donor 3 bp exon, 8 bp intron should be evaluated. Thresholds for the recognition of a natural splice site by the splicing programs are: MES \> 3, SSF \> 60, HSF \> 80. The following tools are applied in cases featuring nucleotide conservation: GERP (upto 6.16, considering \>2 as conserved and \>4 as highly conserved); PhyloP (considering \>2.5 as highly conserved); and PhastCons (considering 0--1, \>0.9 as highly conserved). At least two of these findings need to be considered.

*De novo* variants that lead to insertions or deletions within a nonrepetitive region, or that lead to a *de novo* amino acid change (if highly conserved and predicted as damaging by in silico tools) are also considered likely pathogenic, along with variants that, according to our data, are found in at least three unrelated, similarly affected patients.

The CIV class includes the following subclasses: benign, likely benign, and disease‐associated polymorphisms, and Centogene‐published (likely) benign‐published as (likely) pathogenic (i.e., likely benign according to CentoMD^®^). Variants are considered as CIV, based on their high frequency in population(s) as opposed to lack of observed impact on disease presence/severity/susceptibility or nonsegregation and/or co‐occurrence, etc. Disease‐associated polymorphisms are included for disorders with known multigene, complex inheritance. Such variants must have a maximum minor allele frequency (MAF) of 5% in public databases and the association should be replicated by at least two independent studies or in one study with functional evidence. When the internal evidence regarding the clinical significance of a variant is inconsistent compared with external resources, the subclass "Centogene‐published (likely) benign‐published as (likely) pathogenic" is used to highlight the importance of this observation. Variants in this subclass were detected in at least two unrelated, healthy/unaffected individuals, taking into account age at disease onset, for example.

The VUS class includes rare variants, irrespective of reports in the literature, with unknown risk of developing or causing disease, in cases where prediction software shows inconsistent effects, or when family studies do not support the variant\'s impact on phenotype.

Variant reevaluation and reclassification is a key feature of the database and is performed at least quarterly to assure that only the most updated and clinically useful information are included. When enough internal or external evidence becomes available, the reclassification process is initiated and the potential pathogenicity of variants is reevaluated: customers are informed accordingly.

In order to assure the high data quality in CentoMD^®^ database, the detected variants are divided into three quality classes: (1) classified and curated (++) for variants assigned to a clinical significance class based on the genotype--phenotype correlation and manually curated following strictly the ACMG guidelines and internal expertise; (2) classified (+) for variants assigned to a clinical significance class according to ACMG guidelines but not yet manually curated due to not enough evidence that genotype--phenotype correlation exists; (3) unclassified (0) for variants not yet assigned to any clinical significance class.

Whole‐exome dataset and phenotype‐based queries {#mgg3262-sec-0013}
-----------------------------------------------

The CentoMD^®^ v3.1 phenotype to genotype module provides access to the aggregated WES datasets and linked HPO‐based clinical information of \>8000 consented cases diagnosed at Centogene AG. The genotype--phenotype module includes CRV and VUS variants identified to be associated or probably associated with the clinical symptomatology observed in each individual case.

This module allows searching for individuals sharing a given set of signs and symptoms based on HPO. The user starts defining a set of HPO terms of interest and the system will calculate similarity scores across all cases in the database. Known database cases are presented based on similarity scores (and associated *P*‐values; Deng et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). Detailed HPO descriptions are also provided for each case, allowing users to decide which database cases are of interest, and search for candidate genes and their associated variants. After the selection of samples, the process of variant selection follows the same rationality as that explained above for the WES database, with the only difference being that the variant search is limited to a list of user‐defined cases.

Results {#mgg3262-sec-0014}
=======

Database statistics {#mgg3262-sec-0015}
-------------------

The CentoMD^®^ 3.1 database covers more than 2500 disease genes, including nuclear coding, nuclear noncoding, and mitochondrial genes screened by Sanger, NGS, fragment length analysis (FLA), multiplex ligation‐dependent probe amplification (MLPA), and/or quantitative polymerase chain reaction analysis (qPCR). Each gene available in the database is linked to the corresponding disease(s) and/or condition(s) according to the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) catalog or on the basis of medical reports and the corresponding mode of inheritance.

The patient cohort of the database is highly heterogeneous and originates from more than 100 countries. Current cohort characteristics are summarized in Table [1](#mgg3262-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. To date, more than 100,000 genetically screened individuals (including probands and family members) are documented in CentoMD^®^ version 3.1. For almost 16,200 patients (17.5%), the clinical suspicion of a rare disease has been genetically confirmed ("cases") using the database, and over 8800 individuals (9.5%) have been identified as a carrier of at least one clinically relevant variant ("carriers").

###### 

CentoMD^®^ cohort characteristics

  Characteristics                                                                                                       \%
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------
  Individuals from testing and systematic screening programs (Rolfs et al. [2013](#mgg3262-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"})   
  Cases (genetically confirmed diagnosis)                                                                               17.5
  Carriers (of a clinically relevant genetic variant)                                                                   9.9
  No confirmation of a hereditary disorder                                                                              72.6
  Gender                                                                                                                
  Females                                                                                                               51.8
  Males                                                                                                                 48.2
  Geographic distribution                                                                                               
  Europe                                                                                                                58.3
  Middle East                                                                                                           18.8
  South and Central America                                                                                             15.2
  North America                                                                                                         5.2
  Other regions                                                                                                         4.0
  Age at genetic diagnosis \[years\] (cases and carriers)                                                               
  Prenatal                                                                                                              0.4
  \<3                                                                                                                   16.7
  3--10                                                                                                                 15.4
  11--18                                                                                                                9.4
  19--44                                                                                                                39.3
  45--64                                                                                                                14.9
  \>65                                                                                                                  3.9
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The average age at genetic diagnosis for cases affected by an autosomal‐dominant inherited disease is 29.4 ± 15.3 years; for cases affected by a recessive inherited disease, it is 12.3 ± 21.6 years. For the x‐linked diseases, the observed age at diagnosis is 25.3 ± 21.6 years for male patients and 38.0 ± 20.8 years for clinically affected female patients. In total, the observed age at genetic diagnosis ranges from the prenatal stage to \>80.0 years (Fig. [1](#mgg3262-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). In the period between 2007 and 2015, the total annual screening rate increased by an average of 53.0% (Fig. [2](#mgg3262-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Distribution of confirmed cases and carriers by age at genetic diagnosis.](MGG3-5-66-g001){#mgg3262-fig-0001}

![Annual evolution of screened and positive cases in CentoMD ^®^.](MGG3-5-66-g002){#mgg3262-fig-0002}

Genetic variants {#mgg3262-sec-0016}
----------------

The CentoMD^®^ database provides information about the genotype--phenotype correlation based on clinical cases that are genetically screened. As of September 2016 (version 3.1), the database contains more than 42,700 unique, manually curated variants (++) detected in more than 100,000 consented patients. All variant‐type annotations provide mapping to genomic coordinates (genome build hg19) and strictly adhere to HGVS guidelines for both small and gross gene rearrangements (den Dunnen and Antonarakis [2000](#mgg3262-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). Variant annotations originate from medical reports issued at Centogene AG, and are curated through a highly standardized process (Table [2](#mgg3262-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Additionally, more than 850,000 WES variants are included under the classified only variants (+).

###### 

Types of genetic variants in CentoMD^®^ database

  Characteristics                                            \%
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ------
  Annotation classes[a](#mgg3262-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   
  CRV                                                        20.4
  VUS                                                        11.9
  CIV                                                        67.7
  Variant types: CRV and VUS                                 
  Missense                                                   57.6
  Frameshift                                                 12.6
  Nonsense                                                   11.0
  Splicing                                                   10.2
  In‐frame                                                   3.1
  Gross/gene deletions and rearrangements                    2.8
  Repeat/expansion                                           1.7
  Other                                                      1.0
  Association of CRV and VUS with clinical evidence          
  Detailed clinical description following the HPO            52.7
  General clinical description                               22.9
  Biochemical evidence                                       3.5
  No association(s)                                          20.9
  Published status: CRV and VUS                              
  Published in CentoMD^®^ only                               56.9
  Published in the literature (PMID available)               43.1

Only classified and manually curated variants (++) included.

CRV, clinically relevant variants; CIV, clinically irrelevant variants; VUS, variant of unknown significance.
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Among all curated ++ variants, 67.7% are classified as CIV (i.e., with no impact on patient clinical phenotype) and 20.4% are classified as CRV (i.e., with a clear impact on clinical symptomatology or disease severity). The remaining 11.9% are variants where additional evidence is required in order to classify them either into relevant or irrelevant variants (i.e., VUS; Fig. [3](#mgg3262-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). Among the CRV, 56.4% are pathogenic variants, whereas 43.4% are likely pathogenic variants. The remaining 0.3% of variants comprises of risk factors and modifiers (Fig. [3](#mgg3262-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, right panel).

![Classification of genetic variants according to their clinical significance in CentoMD ^®^. "Other" CRV variants include risk factors and modifiers. CRV, clinically relevant variant, CIV, clinically irrelevant variant, VUS, variant of unknown significance.](MGG3-5-66-g003){#mgg3262-fig-0003}

A total of 2.7% of ++ variants that have been published elsewhere as pathogenic variants (i.e., associated with a PMID) have been reclassified as neutral variants at Centogene AG based on the internally available clinical evidence.

The following case illustrates one of such variant reclassifications -- a patient suspected to have glycine encephalopathy in whom two variants in the *GLDC* (OMIM 238300) gene were detected; NM_000170.2; c.2113G\>A (p.Val705Met) and c.2182G\>A (p.Gly728Arg). The variant c.2113G\>A (p.Val705Met) was previously reported as likely pathogenic in independent literature (Conter et al. [2006](#mgg3262-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}), while c.2182G\>A has not been reported previously. However, it is affecting a highly conserved nucleotide and amino acid and all in silico programs‐predicted pathogenicity. Also, at the same position, another substitution has been reported as pathogenic (Kure et al. [2006](#mgg3262-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). This suggested that the diagnosis could be genetically confirmed by two likely pathogenic variants. However, parental carrier testing revealed that both variants were present in the healthy father (in cis). Consequently, insertion deletion analysis was performed, and indeed a heterozygous deletion of exons 1--15 of the *GLDC* was identified in the mother and the affected child. Reevaluation of the missense variants, based on this information and the in the meanwhile available minor allele frequencies (MAF) in public databases led to the conclusion that the variant c.2113G\>A (p.Val705Met) is probably not pathogenic (high MAF of 0.027 in Puerto Ricans, 1000 Genomes (Abecasis et al. [2012](#mgg3262-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"})). Thus, c.2113G\>A (p.Val705Met) was reclassified from pathogenic to likely neutral.

The nature of ++ genetic variants classified as either CRV or VUS ranges from missense (57.6%) to frameshift (12.6%) nonsense (11.0%), splicing (10.2%), or in‐frame variants (3.1%), gene/gross deletions/rearrangements (2.8%), and repeats/extensions (1.7%). The "other" types (1.0%) include deletions, conversions, start loss, stop loss changes etc. (Table [2](#mgg3262-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

Genetic variants included in the database are associated with phenotypic descriptions provided by the corresponding physician following HPO nomenclature (Köhler et al. [2014](#mgg3262-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). To date, 52.7% of the CRV and VUS are associated with detailed clinical features described with HPO terms. For 22.9% of the CRV and VUS, the presence of a specific disease was suspected by the corresponding physician, whereas 3.5% of variants are not yet associated with clinical information or the presence of a disease, but are instead linked to additional evidence such as enzymatic activity and/or biomarker levels. More than 6000 CRV and VUS (45%) ++ variants are linked to rationale, a summary comprising the supporting evidence for the corresponding clinical significance according to the ACMG guidelines and internal evidence (Fig. [4](#mgg3262-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Viewing results in CentoMD database. A) GLA c.644A\>G variant as displayed by the Genotype‐Phenotype module. Black arrows indicate the two search modules: Genotype to Phenotype and Phenotype to Genotype. The result table contains variant detailed information and four additional options: rationale (1), curated individuals; (2), statistics and individual view. Gray arrow: gene‐based statistics. B) Phenotype search using HPO terms: polycystic kidney disease, renal cysts, and abnormality of the liver, as displayed by Phenotype‐Genotype module. Black arrows indicate the search field using HPO terms. Gray arrow: table with similar cases. White arrow: candidate genes most likely explaining the clinical symptoms used to initiate the search. Arrow: result table of variants (CRV and VUS) identified in similar cases sharing the HPO terms used to initiate the search. By variant activation, rationale, curated individuals, statistics, and individual view are available for user.](MGG3-5-66-g004){#mgg3262-fig-0004}

From almost 13,700 clinically relevant and uncertain variants, 43.1% have previously been described in the literature, whereas 56.9% of the genetic variants are novel variants that have not yet been described or reported as being associated with, or causing any clinical phenotype. Among more than 8600 CRV, 60.7% are already published in the literature, whereas 39.3% are novel disease‐causing variants that are described for the first time in the database. As would be expected, the majority of more than 4400 of the VUS are reported only in the database. In particular, this last group is reviewed and reclassified regularly based on new evidence (new cases, new family members and segregation, co‐occurrence with disease‐causing variants in the same gene or other phenotype‐linked genes, etc.). Altogether, 58.6% of the CRV and VUS in the database have been identified only in a single patient, 18.8% of them in two patients, and 4.7% in more than five patients.

Discussion {#mgg3262-sec-0017}
==========

The archiving and curation of genotype--phenotype data is a complex, laborious, and expensive task (Cotton et al. [2007](#mgg3262-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). Data accuracy and currency in relevant databases must be ensured by database curators. Genotype--phenotype databases have tended to present reduced information in efforts to anonymize information for data sharing, or because it is simply not available. However, such simplified information may be misleading (Vail et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, the exponential growth of genetic data following the advent of NGS technologies brings new challenges for database design and curation (George et al. [2008](#mgg3262-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}).

For the routine clinical use of gene variant databases, several important requirements need to be fulfilled: (1) a stringent quality management system must be in place to create, process, and interpret the data; (2) a patient population representative for different geographical backgrounds must be covered; (3) in‐depth, standardized annotation of the patient phenotypes and family history should be applied for proper and transparent usage of data in the diagnostic process. However, it is generally well accepted that publicly accessible variant databases present substantial disparities in terms of both the nature and classification of variants, which sometimes does not follow evidence‐based standards (George et al. [2008](#mgg3262-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Thompson et al. [2014](#mgg3262-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Vail et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). CentoMD^®^ fulfills all of these requirements, although a number of variant databases exist that can also assist in variant evaluation and classification. These include: the HGMD^®^ (Stenson et al. [2014](#mgg3262-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}), a manually curated comprehensive source of information on germline disease‐causing variants and disease‐associated polymorphisms based on peer‐reviewed literature; the OMIM database (Amberger et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}), which is similar in scope to HGMD^®^ but includes significantly fewer variants and focuses on phenotype descriptions; ClinVar (Landrum et al. [2014](#mgg3262-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}), an open‐access public archive of reports that lists relationships between human variations and phenotypes with supporting evidence; the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC) (Forbes et al. [2011](#mgg3262-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}); and an assorted collection of locus‐specific databases (<http://www.hgvs.org/dblist/glsdb.html>).

Conceptually, the two most similar alternatives to CentoMD^®^ are ClinVar, which is freely available, and HGMD^®^, which is a pay‐per‐use resource. Although these two options provide genome‐wide, comprehensive collections of annotated and classified sequence variants linked to human phenotypes, they are also affected by well‐known limitations in their concept and design. For instance, ClinVar aggregates data from different sources, including unpublished (nonpeer‐reviewed) information, but it does not verify assertions nor endorse the accuracy or quality of variant classifications. Multiple different assertions can be given for the same variant from independent submitters, and very often these are not accompanied by sufficient evidence to support any interpretation of clinical significance as this is still an optional field for ClinVar submission. As a consequence, the quality of assertions and supporting evidence in ClinVar are dependent on the submitter and vary among entries (Johnston and Biesecker [2013](#mgg3262-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). This can lead to the inconsistent determination of pathogenicity for the same variant across submitters (Rehm et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}).

The HGMD^®^ is primarily based on manually curated, peer‐reviewed literature review published mainly in Europe and the US, and therefore focusing on the Caucasian population. The HGMD^®^ therefore relies mostly on external judgments from authors, reviewers, and editors of the source publications. It does not contain either unpublished data or somatic or mitochondrial variants. Further, no zygosity information is provided for individual variants. The HGMD^®^ also has two other major restrictions: (1) the quality of publications are not questioned and are sometimes misinterpreted, leading to incorrect variant classification; and (2) transfer of variants to the database has a restricted quality control, leading in some instances to opposite classifications (e.g., variants described as neutral in a publication are reported as pathogenic in the HGMD^®^). Finally, the public version is only updated twice per annum and is permanently 3 years out‐of‐date. Thus, the public version of the HGMD^®^ is not sufficiently up‐to‐date for clinical diagnostics in most cases, which makes it necessary to subscribe to HGMD^®^ Professional to access up‐to‐date information (Johnston and Biesecker [2013](#mgg3262-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Stenson et al. [2014](#mgg3262-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Vail et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}).

As an alternative or addition to the databases discussed above, CentoMD^®^ v3.1 (released September 2016) covers more than 2500 disease genes including nuclear coding, nuclear noncoding, and mitochondrial genes. The data in this database are fully anonymized and the link between individuals and variants is thus removed. For all genetic variants, the demographic and phenotype information of the associated patients and probands are displayed. This includes year of sample analysis, age at diagnosis, gender, country of sample origin, pedigree, and clinical information. All patient phenotypes have been mapped to vocabulary defined by HPO criteria (Köhler et al. [2014](#mgg3262-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), which allows the accurate and detailed collection and exchange of phenotype information that is critical for assessing human variation (Rehm et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). The HPO system provides users with a more accurate and powerful semantic phenotype search. This offers a comprehensive summary of the associated clinical picture and supporting evidence for the annotation class determined for each variant. Importantly, the patient cohort forming the database is representative of the global population. CentoMD^®^ curators continuously reassess the curated database content to keep variant data up‐to‐date. Thus, in addition to newly added variants, old variant entries may be revised or even recategorized based on additional, important new information in every quarterly release cycle.

The ultimate goal of genetic testing is to identify the etiology of a suspected genetic disorder for use in counseling and provision of tailored medical care (Vail et al. [2015](#mgg3262-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). Gene variant classification must therefore be accurate and consistent in accordance with international, professional guidelines. The CentoMD^®^ system provides information about genotype--phenotype correlations based on tested clinical cases, with quality‐controlled variant annotations derived from stringent curation by medical professionals. This database contains not only genetic variant data that have already been reported to cause a particular disease or condition, but also a significant amount (56.9%) of relevant, newly detected variants that have never been described or reported as being associated with, or causing, any abnormal phenotypes.

Perhaps most importantly, the database constantly reclassifies variants based on updated phenotype information, family anamneses, and allele frequencies observed in the population analyzed by Centogene AG and in public databases. In version 3.1, 2.7% of variants that have previously been published as likely disease‐causing variants have in fact been proven to be likely benign based on available clinical evidence. In addition, users receive notifications of changes to the classified clinical significance with every release, thereby reducing the risk of data misinterpretation and providing the most up‐to‐date types of supporting evidence.

As with all genotype--phenotype databases, the CentoMD^®^ database faces a number of challenges that will need to be met as it develops over the coming years. In particular, data entry and curation will need to keep up with expected growth due to completion of WGS analyses. Automation of the curation process will need to be developed, and alignment with external data sources, and maintenance of the accuracy of phenotype description (and links with genotypes) will also need to be addressed.

In conclusion, this new database, which is accessible to accredited healthcare professionals according to a pay‐per‐use model, combines patient information, detailed clinical descriptions, genetic variants, and observed enzymatic activities and biomarker information (when available), and offers a comprehensive summary of the clinical validity and causality of detected gene variants with their associated phenotypes. CentoMD^®^ is a constantly evolving and growing accessible knowledge base with the chief aim of becoming the most comprehensive genotype--phenotype information resource for medically relevant gene variants.
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